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For Immediate Release 
 
Digital Watchdog® Launches White-Light LED Camera 
The NDAA-compliant turret IP camera provides 24/7 crystal-clear color 
images with no need for external lighting.  
 

 
DW® MEGApix® 5MP IP turret camera. 

 

 
Cerritos, CA (May 12, 2022) – Digital Watchdog® (DW), the industry leader in digital 

recorders, surveillance cameras, peripherals and related management software, 

announces the release of our new 5MP IP camera with white-light LEDs built-in. The latest 

addition to DW’s expanding line of IP camera solutions comes in a robust turret housing and 

is National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) compliant. The camera produces richly 

colored images day and night without excessive digital noise. White-light serves as an 

effective deterrent at night and can be triggered by motion or additional intelligence 

included on the camera.  

 

This MEGApix IP camera delivers clear images at 5MP resolution at real-time 30fps with 

White-Light LEDs built-in. The IP67-rated turret camera features a 2.8mm fixed lens and a 360° 

camera gimbal for absolute view adjustment. The White-Light LEDs offer up to 100ft range 

for quality video in any lighting condition. Additional intelligence includes line crossing, 

perimeter intrusion, video tampering detection and object classification. All MEGApix 

http://www.digital-watchdog.com/
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cameras are ONVIF conformant, assuring their successful integration with any open 

platform solution on the market. 

 
“The inclusion of white-light on these dynamic MEGApix IP cameras provides two 
important benefits in darkness – rich color images and a potent deterrent,” said Mark 
Espenschied, Director of Marketing, DW. “While IR LEDs produce tremendous nighttime 
images in black and white, white-light LEDs illuminate the scene in brilliant visible light for 
colorful detail that everyone can see, including unsuspecting intruders.”   
 
 
Product Features:  

• 5MP 1/2.7” image sensor at real-time 30fps 
• 2.8mm fixed lens 
• True Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) 
• Multiple codecs (H.265, H.264, MJPEG) with simultaneous dual-stream 
• 100ft range White-Light LEDs 
• Object classification video analytics 
• Line crossing video analytics 
• Perimeter intrusion video analytics 
• Video tampering with scene change, video blur and color detection video 

analytics 
• Smart DNR™ 3D digital noise reduction 
• True day/night with mechanical IR cut filter 
• Programmable privacy zones 
• Auto gain control (AGC) 
• Backlight compensation (BLC) 
• De-Fog™ extreme weather image compensation 
• Auto white balance (AWB) 
• Motion detection 
• Audio input through a built-in microphone 
• Micro SD/SDHC/SDXC class 10 card slot (card not included) 
• Web server built-in 
• PoE class 3 and DC12V 
• ONVIF conformant, profile S 
• NDAA compliant 
• IP67 dust-tight and waterproof to 3 feet 
• IK 10-rated impact-resistant 
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• 5 year warranty 
 

* See product specifications for more information.  

 

To learn more about the new White-Light IP camera click here. To learn more about all of 

DW’s industry-leading video surveillance products, visit us at www.digital-watchdog.com.  

 
ABOUT DIGITAL WATCHDOG 
Founded in 1988, DW® is a leading manufacturer of NDAA/TAA compliant complete 
surveillance solutions, offering stunning image quality, advanced hardware capabilities, 
superior video management, reliable customer support and the lowest total cost of 
deployment for IP megapixel, Universal HD over Coax® megapixel and legacy analog 
applications. DW’s catalog includes an NDAA-compliant elevated skin temperature 
system, illuminators and motion detectors. With offices in Cerritos, California and Tampa, 
Florida, and manufacturing facilities in Seoul, Korea, DW is committed to delivering 
powerful security solutions to its customers worldwide. 
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